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Abstract

The paper reports on the results of an examination of electronic thesis and dissertation (ETD) copyright policies adopted by tertiary level educational institutes in India. The objectives are to study the institutional copyright policies available in the websites, or elsewhere and understand the intricacies of copyright laws in regard to full text access of digital theses. The author looks at the institutional policy framework by using three questions:

- Who is/are the owner(s) of copyright of ETDs?
- What are the embargo policies and legal considerations for full text access?
- How IPR Laws impact upon availability/access?

It is suggested that knowledge of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) is crucial for librarians, and managers of digital repositories in tertiary level educational institutions (producing a sizable number of digital theses). Therefore, must take initiatives to promote and create awareness amongst academic communities on fair use, ownership issues, protection, and rights about digital theses. The author opined that capacity building amongst stakeholders is important to develop a viable and efficient ETD ecosystem.
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